We now give the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof. Let g and / be real-valued functions defined on X such that g < /. By hypothesis there exists a strong binary relation p on the power set of X and there exist lower indefinite cut sets A(j, t) and A(g, t) in the domain of / and g at the level t tot each rational number / such that if Zj < t2 then A(f, t ) p A(g, t ). Define functions F and G mapping the rational numbers Q into the power set of X by F(r) = A(f, t) and G(t) = A(g, t). If r, and t7 ate any elements of Q with t. < r., then Fit.) ~pF (t2), GOj) p"' G(t2), and F(ij) p G(t ). By Lemmas 1 and 2 of [4] it follows that there exists a function H mapping Q into the power set of X such that if ij and r, are any rational numbers with i. < t2, then F(/,) p H(t ), H(t^pH(t2), and H{tr)pG(t2).
For any x in X, let h(x) = gib!/ £ Q\x e H(t)\.
We first verify that g < h < f; If x is in Hit) then x is in 'G(t') for any t > t; since x in 'G(i') = A(g, t') implies that g(x) < t' , it follows that g(x) < z. Hence g < h. If x is not in H(t), then x is not in Fit') tot any t < t; since x is not in F(r') = A{f, t') implies that fix) > t', it follows that /(x) > Z. Hence h < f. that g is lsc, f is use, and g < f. ¡f X is extremally disconnected, then
there exists a continuous function h on X such that g < h < /.
We conclude with the observation that in each of the preceding corollaries, the separation property for X, which is used in order to verify that p is a strong binary relation, is also a necessary condition for the stated insertion property. For example, if for every lsc function g and every use function / such that g < / there exists a continuous function i on X with g < h < f, then the space X is extremally disconnected.
